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Dear Parents, Students, Staff and Friends of Rosebank (local and international),
We complete another amazing week and weekend in the life of the College.
I thank the P&F committee Tania Peccedi, Carmel Clark, Lisa Avery, Anne Maree
Ludeke, Pam O’Mahony, Chris Georgiadis, Karen Griffiths, Damien Bridge,
Duncan Sibley, Leanne Quach, Adrian Tourle, Therese Griffith,Antonella Mifsud,
Ann Gould, Sara Hole and its chair, Greg Sinclair for their great effort and
creativity in conducting our 2018 P&F Trivia night. Their eye for detail and the
effort to secure and prepare items for the silent auction, ensured that the night
was a well organised and successful social and fundraising event. I also thank
our staff Mr Hardwick, Ms Green, Ms Francis, and Mr Tan for their invaluable
technical and support assistance to the P&F. A wonderful team effort by all.
I also want to pay tribute to the CAPA students and their teachers, Mr
Lomnicki, Ms Quarmby, and Ms Hill who attended and performed at Sunday’s
Ferragosto and well supported by Ms Green and Mr Savet. It is always a big call
on them to attend and perform for various events throughout the year and
the Canada Bay community. Their preparation, performance and commitment
was extraordinary. Such events require an enormous amount of logistics
ensuring that equipment arrives and is returned safely. We also acknowledge
the effort and support of parents who continue to transport and encourage
these young performers. We are so proud of them and we thank them.
We again congratulate our young men and women in Year 12 who have
completed their HSC trials.We and their families are immensely proud of their
commitment. We welcome them back on Tuesday with open arms to initiate
our ‘end of Yr. 12’ program that will lead them to their graduation and then to
the Year 12 exams.
I would suggest that the biggest stresses of the HSC is not the exam itself.
We know that it is one of the most scaffolded processes ever conceived in
education (perhaps that is why there are so many questions being asked of the
ATAR). No, I believe that the stress is more about the process of doing the
exam and the perceived high stake consequences.
I have been in education for over 40 years and in administration for over 30
years. I have never witnessed the current level of concern being expressed
by staff, parents and health workers in response to the stress and anxiety
levels being reported by our young ones. Yes, we can dismiss such statistics as
reflecting a ‘softer’, less resilient generation. However, I would argue that such
labels insult and diminishes our wonderfully creative, intelligent, hopeful and
committed young women and men.
With regard to the HSC process, I am referring to the act of sitting and responding
to a set of unseen questions alone and with no aides and then taking all this
effort and creating a single numerical rank to two decimal places. I am not saying
whether this is appropriate or inappropriate.However,for young men and women
who live their lives extremely connected socially, as well as also being highly
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assisted, this reality comes as a total shock to them. I contend that we as adults
must understand this contemporary more exaggerated recent phenomenon.
One possible response is that it is taken up by NESA (previously the NSW
Board Of Studies). It has been decided that a solution to an increasingly stressed
student body, is to mandate the reduction of the number of assessment tasks. I do
not doubt the goodwill and motives in attending to this contemporary situation.
However, I would suggest that it is not the answer and in fact, in spite of the good
intentions, might only aggravate the situation.That is, if any experience is stressful,
taking away opportunities to rehearse and practise the process (while perhaps
assisting in the short term) will do nothing to assist when the assessments that
count and are conducted under the current HSC rules and conditions arrive.
That is, taking away low weighted more regular assessment tasks in Year 11
only serves to take away the opportunity and experience of performing to
unsighted problems alone and unassisted. It seems a cruel way to move ahead.
If the exam and weighting assessment system is to remain in Year 12, then this
‘rite of passage’ (called the HSC), requiring young men and women to stand
on their own two feet alone and unassisted, should be rehearsed as has been
happening for past decades. It seems that the ‘solution’ does not understand
the problem it is attempting to address.
The second dimension of the HSC that should be addressed is to remove or
adjust the components that contribute mostly to the stress. Again, it is argued
that it is not the exams or assessments which cause the stress. Students have
been demonstrating their knowledge and skills for the past 12 years. It is
what value is placed on them and their results. Our system with respect to
measurement of learning for each of our many, many courses is quite robust,
reasonably fair and well understood. It can be argued that students who
choose not to apply for an ATAR are certainly less stressed. The ATAR system
takes actual assessment performance in each course chosen by a student and
attempts (as statistically sound as possible and using complex algorithms) to
weight each subject and then to create a global score and a global rank. This
is the system that creates the stress and the high stakes. That is, for students
to be defined by and to have future options constrained by this one single
score is extremely limited, archaic, and increasingly unhelpful. We sense this
is true by the growing number of critics of ‘the ATAR system’ and reflected
by the many universities that are bypassing the system they helped create.
However, I would argue that we must not throw out the baby with the bathwater.
Yes, adapt and readjust the system. Yes, ensure the continuity of breadth and
depth of courses. Yes, ensure that there are measures of quality assurance and
learning outcomes in the system. As a society, we are investing billions of dollars
and so accountability is important. However, let us take out the one aspect that has long surpassed its ‘use by date’. Let
us remove the ATAR or adjust it significantly so it provides various institutions (including VET institutions) with relevant,
contemporary, broad qualitative and quantitative data that better captures the many gifts, skills, successes and progress
that individual students make during their 13 years of schooling. Unlike the past, we have access these days to remarkable
and accessible technology that can easily go way beyond simple number churning and a standardisation process.
We owe it to our students to use every tool imaginable and to apply as many resources as can be mustered to have
systems in place that enhance learning, encourage and challenge students and that assist teachers to embrace the
opportunities that contemporary education provides. These aspirations should not be limited by outdated and narrow
reductionist processes. The human spirit and our future generations deserve much more.
Tom Galea
Principal
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Dates for the
Diary
Monday 27 August
Co-curricular Presentation Night
Tuesday 28 August
College Tour
Thursday 30 August
Men Who Matter Breakfast
Friday 31 August
Social Justice Day and Mass
Tuesday 4 September
Year 7 Character Day
Year 9 Learning Progress Meetings
September 10
Year 7 Learning Progress
Meetings
September 17
Year 8 Learning Progress
Meetings
Thursday 27 September
Year 12 Graduation Mass and
Dinner
Thursday 15 November
Year 12 Formal

From the Assistant Principal
Our Year 12 students will complete their HSC Trial Examinations today.
They will return to school to regular classes tomorrow. They will enter
into an extremely valuable time over the next few weeks as they move
towards Graduation. This time will be one of receiving feedback and
working closely with their teachers as they prepare for their HSC
Exams.
Students need to make the most of feedback. Throughout the year
you will have been receiving feedback from your teachers about your
assessments. But are you making the most of this feedback? Many
students are too focused on what mark they received and neglect to
make the most of the feedback they are given. It’s not just about what
you did wrong either! The feedback is a chance to celebrate what
you did right, what you understood and the skills and learning you
demonstrated. However, it is also a chance to address areas you found
difficult or did not perform as well in. Below are some questions you
can ask yourself when an assessment is returned to make the most of
the feedback you are given.
When a test or exam is returned:
• What specific feedback did your teacher give you and how should you
use that feedback?
• Will you be tested on these topics again or are they important for
overall understanding in this subject?
• Which areas do you need to ask for help on as you still don’t
understand?
• Which questions from your test paper should you re-do? Re-do
them!
• Should you re-write any questions or essays and re-submit?

Wednesday 21 November
Year 7 Orientation Day
Wednesday 5 December
Presentation Evening

• Was there any revision work you did not complete before the test?
• What topic areas do you need to review and revise, what should you
do to address these?
• Are there topics you still need to finalise study notes on?

• Are there sections of your study notes that you need to re-do?
• Did you plan ahead to give yourself enough time to revise?
• What changes do you need to make in the way you study for that subject next time?
• Are there students who did really well that you can talk with to find what they did differently?
For other types of assessments:
• What parts of the assessment did you do really well?
• What did you enjoy about the assessment?
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• What can you learn from the feedback you were given?
• Is there any part of the feedback you don’t understand that you need to discuss with your teacher?
• Can you ask a student who did really well if you can look at their assessment so you can see what is needed to get
top marks?
• What could you have done differently?
• Do you understand what you need to do to improve or do you need to ask your teacher for more guidance?
Paul Hardwick
Assistant Principal

Year 9 Extention Maths

Uniform Shop News
Online bookings for year 10 senior uniform fittings are now open. Please go to the parent portal for instructions
on booking dates and times.

From Enrolments Registrar
A couple of courtesy reminders
Application deadline for current and ex-student (Alumni) families intending to enrol for Year 7 2021, is end of
Term 4 this year - Wednesday 12 December 2018.
Current parents intending to withdraw students from the College, notification in writing advising of the student’s
withdrawal must be given to the Principal. Ten weeks notice (inclusive of holidays) is required, otherwise fees in
lieu will be charged. This also applies to students leaving mid-term.
Any enquiries can be directed to 9713-3100 or
enrolments@rosebank.nsw.edu.au
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From The Dean Of Mission

We need a missionary rather than a perfect church
I am grateful to Fr Noel for his permission to
re-publish his article in The Gazette. The article
appeared originally in The Columban eBulletin, Volume
11.7 on the feast of the Assumption, 15 August 2018.
Fr Noel Connolly SSC is a lecturer in Missiology at both the Broken
Bay Institute and the Catholic Institute of Sydney. He is also
a member of the Adult Formation Team with Catholic Mission
Australia and has recently been appointed by the Australian
Bishops to the Facilitation Team for the Plenary Council 2020.
As I travel around Australia promoting the Plenary
Council I encounter both scepticism and hope. The most
frequent question is “will the bishops listen?” At the same
time there is a reservoir of hope in people. They love
the church and want to be a part of its future. They want
to talk and they want to be listened to. My hope is that
we can build a church in which lay men and especially
women can play their rightful role in the ministry and
governance of the church, and where we can learn to
trust one another, bishops and all the people of God.
But in recent weeks I have been giving more thought
to the question posed for the Council, “What do you
think God is asking of us in Australia at this time?”
The question refers to Australia not to the church.
The Plenary Council is not just for our church but
for our country. Even if we were to come up with a
transformed church, if the country does not benefit
we will have “failed” We will have failed because we will
have failed to be church benefit we will have failed. We
will have failed because we will have failed to be church.
Pope Francis keeps reminding us to stop being preoccupied
with ourselves and to go out into the streets as missionary
disciples prepared to get dirty and bruised. There we will
find renewal and transformation.We must remember that
the goal of mission is not primarily about the expansion
or perfection of the church but the revelation of God’s
love and the realisation of God’s liberating plan for the
universe. It is a plan for a “Kingdom” larger than the church.
This revolution in understanding mission came at
Vatican II when the bishops realised that mission flows
directly from the nature of God, a loving community of
three persons whose love gives birth to the universe
much the same as parents’ love gives birth to children.
And like parents, the Trinity continues to love creation
wanting to draw it into their life. It is God’s mission.
Mission is God’s project and we are not the main actors.
The church is neither the starting point nor the end point
but rather the servant and sacrament of God’s mission.
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The three persons of the Trinity
are constantly creating, healing,
reconciling, transforming and
uniting the world. We are invited
to participate in God’s life in the
world.
The majority of “Kingdom good” done in the
world today will not be done by Catholics or even
Christians. It will be done by people of good will,
including our secular brother and sister Australians.
God is present wherever men and women strive for justice,
peace, freedom and reconciliation between peoples,
cultures and religions. Our task is not only to strive for
the Kingdom, but also to seek out, uncover, encourage,
celebrate and build on the Spirit’s activity in Australia. To
recognise this good requires humility, closeness, listening
and discernment. The very things Pope Francis stresses.
We have much to gain from secular Australia.We can learn
a lot about transparency, accountability, participation,
the involvement of women, consultation and so forth.
In going out we may also be refreshed by what we learn of
God and of the Gospel because we can be confident that
God is present and working even in secular and plural
Australia. We have much to give and to learn. “We are
challenged to be people of depth, attentive to what is
happening around us and spiritually alert.” According to
Pope Francis those things are more likely to convert and
renew us than a forensic examination and reform of the
church.
Dr Paul O’Shea
Dean of Mission

Reshelved

Character Day – 4 September for Year 7
It is that time of year again – Character Day will be held onTuesday 4 September! It is dedicated to Year 7 and Year 7
teachers however all staff are encouraged to participate.
Year 7 students are judged for ‘best costume’, one male and one female student from each House. The best two male
and female students overall will also win points for their house. Students will be judged during morning homeroom.
Winners will be presented with a $25 Dymocks book voucher at lunch time after a photo session around the fig
tree.
What we are looking for are students who have used their imagination and creativity. It can be as simple as a couple
of props or a costume. The costumes do not need to be elaborate or expensive. Ms Lawrence has put together a
photo and book display to inspire students’ creativity. Come to the SRSC to chat to us and be inspired!

Premier’s Reading Challenge Reminder - CLOSES FOR STUDENTS: Friday August 31, 2018
All students who have participated in the challenge must ensure they have:
• Completed reading their chosen books
•

Entered them on the Premier’s Reading Challenge website

•

Printed off the log and had their ConnectEd or English teacher sign and date the log

•

Hand in the log to the SRSC staff

Any questions please come and see us!
Have a wonderful week,
Mrs Connie Ross
SRSC Manager
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Sport Report
Week 3 CBSA and SCC Results
Competition

Team

Opposition

Result

Player of the
match

SCC

Junior Basketball

Mount Saint Joseph

Defeated 16 - 42

Bridget Moore

SCC

Intermediate
Basketball

Mount Saint Joseph

Defeated 6 - 52

Isabella Callaghan

SCC

Senior Basketball

Bye

SCC

Junior Soccer

Mount Saint Joseph

Defeated 1 - 3

Talia Sezgin

SCC

Intermediate Soccer

Mount Saint Joseph

Won 3 - 1

Georgia Nasr

SCC

Senior Softball

All Saints Liverpool

Won 17 - 0

Alannah Cazzoli

CBSA

Junior AFL

Casimir College

Won 23 - 7

Kyle Leaver

CBSA

Intermediate AFL

Casimir College

Won 81 - 14

Bailey Brazil

CBSA

Senior Futsal

Marist Penshurst

Won 12 - 5

Oscar Derkatch

Club Sport Results Week 3
Competition

Team

Opposition

Result

Player of Match

FDLC Futsal

U18’S Echidnas

RBC Kookaburras 18s

Defeated 6-4

Abbey Krzanic

FDLC Futsal

U18’s Kookaburras

RBC Echidnas 18s

Won 6-4

Team

FDLC Futsal

U16’s Emus

RBC Koalas 16s

Defeated 3-2

Sophie Zantides

FDLC Futsal

U16’s Koalas

RBC Emus 16s

Won 3-2

Ava Calabria

FDLC Futsal

U16’s Wombats

Schols Blue 16s

Won 8-0

Imogen Gaskill

FDLC Futsal

U16’s Lorikeets

RBC Emus 16s

Won 2-1

Whole Team

FDLC Futsal

U14’s Kangaroos

Schol’s

Won 7-1

Eleni Martikas

FDLC Futsal

U14’s Wallabies

Schol’s

Won 20-0

Megan Vu

IWSNA Netball

U13’s Darters

Schls White
(Semi-Final)

Defeated 19-16 Amy Poole

IWSNA Netball

U13’s Swans

Schols Lime

Defeated 26-0

Sophie Farina

IWSNA Netball

U14’s Kookaburras

GNC Sparks

Won 15-12

Charlise Gardner

IWSNA Netball

U14’s Bluebirds

FDAS Finches

Won 28-8

Simona Caputi

IWSNA Netball

Cadet Hawkes

BUNC Dodgers

Defeated 25-17

Whole team

MLC Waterpolo

Junior Kingfish

Schols

Won 17-2

Ciara Melia

MLC Waterpolo

Intermediate
Dolphins

St Andrews

Defeated 18-3

Rhea Maggs

MLC Waterpolo

Senior Sharks

Ascham

Defeated 17-1

Corrine Maggs

Anthony Gray,
Kathy Johnson
Co-Curricular Coodinator Assistants
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CAPA NEWS
It is a busy time for our Year 12 Creative and Performing
Art students who are completing their major works
and performances in the next few weeks. The Drama,
Music,VA Showcase evening events, provide a forum to
celebrate the students’ hard work, appreciating their
endeavours thus far and formally wishing them all the
best with their final Performance Assessments (Drama
and Music) and of course their final exams.
Dance
On Tuesday 21st and Wednesday 22nd August, our
Year 12 Dance Students will undertake their HSC
performance exams before the NESA external
examiners. We wish them well as they calm their nerves
at this very important time.
On Saturday 1st September, 20 Dance students will be
competing in the Ryde Eisteddfod at Ryde Secondary College from 2pm to 6pm. This year, the students will be
entering the Secondary Jazz Dance, Hip Hop and Contemporary sections and our Rosebank Boys Crew will be
joining with some of the girls for a joint Hip Hop performance entry. Led by students Anika Flowers, Stephanie Ius and Angelina Meneses, the RED Dancers are a
student-choreographed group who have worked solidly
thoughout the year to create works that have challenged
and engaged all the performers. Our boys crew, led by
coach Aaron John have this year joined with some new
girl recruits to create a highly entertaining routine. Please
come on down and show your support for these students.
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Tickets are available on the Ryde Eisteddfod website at
https://rydeeisteddfod.org/EISTEDDFOD/index.php/generalinfo/34-info/77-hall-admission-charges
Drama
The HSC Drama Showcase evening is held every year
to give family and friends a chance to view the students’
HSC works; both in their solo and group performances
and exhibition items. You are warmly invited to attend
Drama HSC Showcase 2018. Venue: Monserrat Theatre
Date:Wednesday, 22 August 2018 Time: 6.30pm Bookings
are required and can be booked through the following
link https://www.trybooking.com/XLXJ
Music
The HSC Music Showcase evening highlights our Year 12
Music Students, and their HSC performance works.You are
warmly invited to attend Music HSC Showcase 2018. Venue:
Monserrat Theatre Date: Wednesday, 5th September 2018
Time: 6.00pm. Bookings are required and can be booked
through the following link https://www.trybooking.com/
XLTE
Art
The Year 12 Art students wave their major works off for
external marking this week. The VA Major works will be
displayed in the VA/Technology Showcase on Wednesday
29th August.

STEM News
It’s that time of the year again! Our next STEM project will be focused on designing and creating working prototypes
of a roller coaster for a new theme park.
On Friday 21st September, students will be working in groups of four to research, design and develop a working roller
coaster using a range of materials. STEM is an approach to learning where science, technology, engineering and maths
concepts are used to solve real-world problems in order for the students to make connections between what they
learn and the wider community. The concepts that will be focused on for this project are design, potential and kinetic
energy and slope. Three winners will be chosen at the end of the day.
Students are to wear their sports uniform and will need to
bring their normal recess and lunch as this will occur during
the normal school day. Materials will be supplied by the school.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions
regarding this day at hdeprima@rosebank.nsw.edu.au
Mr Patricio Alvarado

P&F News
For those who couldn’t be there, the 2018 Trivia
Night on Saturday was fantastic. We had 21 tables
and over 200 guests and were led by our exuberant
quizmaster, Wayne Shapiro from Triviamadness. There
were 4 x standard rounds and a 5th round of music
based questions which were introduced by Wayne
and performed by The Aston Martinis.
My table didn’t win but we were in the middle and this
means we’ll have to try again next year, go team!!
In addition to the trivia and assorted games of challenge,
we had our Silent Auction. There were over 50 items
up for grabs and all were snapped up. I didn’t manage
to get the Chocolate Hamper so will probably be
buying chocolate bars for eternity as penance!! In all
seriousness though, a huge thanks to all the donors who
were so generous.
I haven’t got the final figures yet, but many thanks to
everyone for supporting the night.
While I’m thanking everyone, I can’t give enough praise
to the team from the P&F and the event co-ordinators
from the College. These nights involve a huge amount of
planning and execution and they all worked so hard to
make it the success that it is!! So thanks team and I’m
truly in awe of their efforts.
Before I finish, just a reminder that the P&F fund raising
for 2018 is to provide outdoor equipment for exercise
and activity. We’re part of the way there with the Trivia
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Night behind us, but we need a big push to get the raffle
tickets sold and returned by the end of the week. We
only issue one book per family and for every full book
sold the student gets a ticket in the draw for a J&B Hi Fi
$200 gift card
The raffle will be drawn at the Men Who Matter
breakfast on Thursday 30th August There are some great
prizes to be won, so get behind us and make sure we get
those tickets sold.
Greg Sinclair
President P&F

Thank you to Our Trivia Night Sponsors and Donors
All Design Co for GM Photographics

Osborne Family

Andiamo Trattoria Abbotsford

Riiko Ceramics Marrickville

Andrew Wooley

Schwarzkopf

Aperitivo

St James Whitting Interior Design

Athletes foot Burwood

Tania Gardiner

Bridge Advisory Pty Ltd

Taylors Wines

Casa Barilla

The Daily Telegraph Home Magazine

Casio Australia

The Well Shop

Cathy Thomas
Complete Office Supplies
Crust Gourmet Pizza, Balmain (Rocky Musolino)
Crust Pizza, Drummoyne & Gladesville
Fairfax Media - The Age and Sydney Morning Herald
Ferrero Australia
GETLINDSEYFIT Lindsey Black Group Fitness, Pilates and Personal Trainer
Giancarlo Lombardo - HF Wedding and Hire Cars
Gillard Family
Giulio Ricci
Hennessy Family
Higghins Family
Imagination Graphics
Inflow Education
Inner Grocer
Billy Lou Kids Leichhardt
Jennifer West
Kaligraphic
Karen Joice
Kwik Kopy Five Dock
La Bufala Pizzeria
La Disfida
Laviol Skincare Products
Linda Moller
Lynne Vertannes
Moffitt family and Petersens Winery
Moretti
Nield Park
On Track Driving School
OrangeTheory Fitness Balmain
OrangeTheory Fitness Haberfield
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Festival of the Creative Spirit (FoCS)
Students in Years 7 and 8 will be engaged in the annual Festival of Creative Spirit (FoCS) in Term 4, Week 2. (Monday
22 October - Friday 26 October). The Festival of Creative Spirit serves as an opportunity for students to discover and
develop their passions by stepping beyond the four walls of the classroom through designing rich academic projects.
Every student is enabled to explore and experiment with critical and creative thinking, problem-solving, communication
and aesthetic awareness through the creation of authentic projects and experiences.
In Term 3, Week 5, students will be handed a section sheet where they will select FIVE projects that interest them.
They will have until 3.30pm on Wednesday 29 August to enter their selections. We will try our best to place
them in their first or second choice; however, due to the large number of students requesting to be in
a project, we may have to place them in preferences three to five. So, please select carefully.
Each project will include students from Years 7 and 8.There are 18 unique, interdisciplinary projects on offer for 2018. To
view the projects on Exchange students need to accept the invitation sent to them on Monday 20 August. Please
click on the links to all the projects on the "Home Page" of the Festival of the Creative Spirit Course to view the variety
of projects on offer. They are encouraged to select the projects that truly speaks to them.
Students are to wear full College uniform and bring their normal recess and lunch as this will occur during the normal
school day. Their teacher will notify themon the days theycan wear their sports uniform. If they are in a science lab
or a workshop it is their responsibility to make sure that they are wearing the appropriate PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment).
If you have any issues please email Mr Alvarado on palvarado@rosebank.nsw.edu.au

Year 7 Textiles
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Ski Trip Report 2018
2018 was a huge year for our annual ski trip! Numbers have grown with 84 students and 9 staff heading off to
Perisher Blue for an epic weekend of skiing and snow boarding. All our skiers were blessed with a beautiful day on
Friday. Lots of sun on the magic carpet for our first timers and access to a variety of runs for our more capable
skiers. Saturday saw the promise of lots and lots (and lots) of snow. Black clouds loomed for most of the day before
a blizzard arrived in the early afternoon. Despite the deteriorating visibility our group was stoic. We all made the
most of the awesome coverage and skied until we ourselves were covered head to toe in ice and snow. The final day
saw bluebird conditions with sun, light winds and fresh snow from the day before. All the staff were so proud of our
beginners. Their perseverance paid off and everyone was out using the chair lifts and skiing the longer runs by the
end of the day.
It is a great privilege for staff and students to have the opportunity to experience something new and exciting on a
trip such as this. The bus ride home was quiet as always with everyone exhausted from three days of skiing. Ski Trip is
a truly memorable experience for all involved.

Anthony Taylor					Kathy Johnson
Co-curricular Coordinator 				
Assistant Co-curricular Coordinator

Year 9 English
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Extended Day Program

A fun, supportive, innovative learning environment of Group and Individualised Tutoring
The Extended Day Program is an initiative of Rosebank
College. The program allows students to remain onsite in
a safe, supervised environment. Students can participate in
extra-curricular activities, complete and receive assistance
with homework, study and assessments as well as being
provided with afternoon tea. The program relieves the
burden on parents and allows quality family time in the
evening.
Group Tutoring
Tutors facilitate the program in a supportive group
tutoring environment. Students will have opportunities
for academic assistance with study, assessments and
homework for all subject areas. Along with academic
help, students will be able to develop enhanced study and
research skills, better time management and understand
their preferred learning styles for exam preparation. The
Extended Day Program is offered to all students, Monday
to Friday to 6:00pm, with the option of either a casual or
regular basis.
Register Now!
Regular Registrations
Casual Registrations

Individualised Tutoring
Individualised tutoring is a good opportunity for students
to gain confidence in subjects in which they are struggling
and allows the tutors to tailor the program to individual
learning needs.
Individualised tutoring will be offered after school hours
in 45 minute time slots. The cost includes tutoring and
afternoon tea. Students have the opportunity to join the
Extended Day Program before and/ or after their tutoring
time slot. Individualised tutoring is primarily available for
Middle School Maths, Science and English, please enquire
regarding other subjects.
To register for Term 3, please complete the following
Expression of Interest Form.
Individualised Tutoring Expression of Interest Form
For more information please contact Ms Danielle
Puhlmann, Extended Day Program Manager, Phone: 02
9713 3108 Email: dpuhlmann@rosebank.nsw.edu.au

TERM 3 SPECIAL
Now is a great time to try the Extended Day Program with a free one day trial. To register, go to “Free
Trial” Extended Day Program web page.
Existing students, bring a friend for free and receive a free day credit (Only valid for the Extended Day
Program, not individualised tutoring).

IBSSSEP News

“They came for 4 weeks and found a home for Life”.
Our family have been fortunate to host Jaume from
Barcelona and Lara from Windach near Munich. We were
initially daunted by taking on two additional children,
however they became instant friends and seamlessly
became part of the family in every way.
The exchange provided them the experience of a different family culture and lifestyle, participating in our daily
life. They also had some uniquely Australian adventures.
Surfing at Bondi (in winter yes), exploring the Blue
Mountains, attending concerts at the Opera House, walking the Harbour Bridge and visiting zoos, beaches and
Luna Park were just some.
Our two brought friends, who became our friends and
they made many friends here, going everywhere together.
However, their particular language and music talents
brought an extra dimension. We are now a little more

Catalan and German and Jaume and Lara have become
truly Australian.
It was simply fun.
We will miss them and will never remove them from the
family chat group.
Gary Judge
Parent

If you would like to be part of this enriching program and
to host a student in 2019, please send your interest to
Lidia Barron lbarron@rosebank.nsw.edu.au
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Careers News

Employment
Employment opportunities at
Outback Steakhouse, North
Strathfield
Mainly Front of House work but would
also consider hiring Kitchen positions
for the right people. Positions for under
18’s available are on the host stand and
food running/expediting. Positions for
any over 18’s available are serving staff
(must have RSA). If interested, bring in
or email a CV to northstrathfield@
outbacksteakhouse.com.au or phone
8756 5741 to speak with either Liz or
Otamar.
Leisure Employment Australia has
begun the application process for the
2019 School-based traineeships. The
program is designed around the interests
of year 11 and year 12 students who are
eager to begin their career pathway in
the sport and recreation industry.
Find out more
Open Days & Info Sessions
Most tertiary institutions have their
open day between mid August and mid
September. Senior students are strongly
advised to attend. UAC Open Days
Calendar
Aviation Tradeshow and Careers
Exposition in November, hosted
by Bankstown Airport. The airport
is offering five mini-scholarships for
women who are considering an aviation
career. Find out more
Whitehouse Institute of Design
OPEN HOUSE - Saturday 25 August 10am to 3pm Sydney Campus. For more
information contact Connie Hart connie.
hart@whitehouse-design.edu.au
The Guild Educators’ Network
(GEN) of the Teachers’ Guild of
NSW Careers Chat provides an
opportunity for students considering
teaching as a career to meet and
chat about careers in teaching with
experienced panel guests. Thursday
August 30, 5-7pm,
Trinity Grammar School Centenary
Centre Room C0.2, 119 Prospect Road
Summer Hill.
Australian Institute of Fitness –
Open Day
August 18 | Newcastle | Canberra | St
Leonards | Parramatta

Attend an info session, join a tour of
the facilities and get all your questions
answered.
Find out more
Defence Force Australia –
Submariner Career Info Session
August 29 | Parramatta. Learn more
about letting your potential take
you places with a career as a Navy
Submariner. Find out more
Study Overseas Info Evening
Wednesday 29 August | 5.00 – 7.30pm
| Ascham School | Packer Foyer and
Theatre. 188 New South Head Road,
Edgecliff. Please be aware there is NO
onsite parking.
Registration is now open
Endeavour College of Natural
Health – Natural Health Open Day
October 6 | All Campuses. Explore
our campus, learn about educational
pathways and study options, find out if a
career in natural health is for you.
Find out mo
Workshops & Courses
Macquarie University – STEM Boot
Camp - NSW
October 8 | Australian Hearing Hub,
Macquarie University, NSW
For Year 9 or 10 students who have
a passion for Science, Technology,
Engineering or Mathematics.
Registration closes 28/9/2018. Find out
more
Anthropology Day
13 September | Sydney Mechanics’
School of Arts
This event for Year 12 students, teachers
and parents, features interactive
workshops and the chance to gain
hands-on experience of studying
anthropology. RSVP: 3 September 2018
(Bookings are essential) Find out more
Surveying and Geospatial Work
Experience
Work experience placements may be
organised at recognised geospatial
science firms. Students from NSW can
apply here
University of Notre Dame – Write
Up – Creative Writing Workshop NSW
October 10 | Broadway Campus

Ideal for year 11 and 12 students,
Write Up introduces students to
the characteristics of great creative
writing. The sessions focus on: shaping a
narrative, the use of figurative language
and motifs, setting and context, dialogue,
point of view and attitude in narration.
Find out more
TAFE,VET & Apprenticeships
How I Got The Job – Web
Developer
During a high school work placement at
a graphic design firm, Jarrad’s supervisor
was so impressed with his design skills
that he offered him an apprenticeship.
He’s never looked back and now runs a
successful design firm in Sydney and is
teaching web design at TAFE.
Watch his story
Resources, Guides & Other News
Study Medicine Information
Resource
The new Study Medicine website enables
students to maximise their chance of
becoming a doctor by providing details
of the 57 direct entry medical degrees
and degrees that lead to undergraduate
or postgraduate medicine. Find out more
Science Safari – National Science
Week
14 and 16 August | 10:00am, 11:30am
and 1:00pm | Learning Centre, The
Royal Botanic Garden | $2 per student.
Part of National Science Week the year,
Macquarie University’s Advanced Science
Biology students will partner with Royal
Botanic Garden scientists to deliver an
interactive Science Safari. Find out more
FYA Blog
“If I could go back, I would jump on
Google and research a variety of degrees
to figure out what they’re actually all
about. I’d talk to people working on
jobs I think sound interesting to find
out what they’re actually like and how
they got there. I’d speak to careers
counsellors. And I’d ask for advice from
family members and friends.”
Read the post For further information on any of the
above, please contact Mrs Angela Pavicic,
phone 97133169, apavicic@rosebank.
nsw.edu.au or Mrs Jenine Smith, phone
97133105, jsmith2@rosebank.nsw.edu.au
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The Uniform Shop
Opening Hours
Tuesdays:
8.00am - 12.45pm
Wednesdays: 12.30pm - 4.15pm
Thursdays:
8.00am - 12.00pm
and 		
12.30pm - 4.45pm

Extended Day
Program
A FUN, SUPPORTIVE, INNOVATIVE
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Phone: 02 9713 3108
Website: www.rosebank.nsw.edu.au/extended-day-program

Online bookings for
year 10 senior uniform
fittings are now open.
Please go to the parent
portal for instructions
on booking dates and
times.

GROUP TUTORING | DEVELOP STUDY SKILLS | DISCOVER LEARNING STYLES
EXAM PREPARATION | ACTIVITIES | AFTERNOON TEA

Do you have a second hand uniform which is
clean (unstained), presentable and would be
appreciated by another student? If so please
drop it off at the Uniform Shop during opening hours.
Lost property is now located at the Uniform
Shop.

(M@L)

Homework Support

Rosebank College Maths Teachers are
available to help you during lunch every
week for the entire year.
Maths @ Lunch is being held in
J202 on Wednesday and
Friday of every week during Lunch
- no booking required, just come in
whenever you need some extra support.

Homework Support will now take place every
Monday and Wednesday lunchtime in O102.
The SRSC will still be open each afternoon for
individual study.
This is a drop-in service for ANY student who
would like assistance with homework
and/or assessment tasks.
Students who attend receive a stamp in their
diary so that parents and coordinators can
acknowledge their committment
to achieving their best.
Diverse Learning Team
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